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Information Systems and Technology, this could mean an incident that completely destroys data, slows down productivity, or causes any other major interruption to your operations or your business. How bad can it get?—"Most large companies spend between 2% and 4% of their IT budget on disaster recovery planning; this is intended to avoid larger losses. Of companies that had a major loss of computerized data, 43% never reopen, 51% close within two years, and only 6% will survive long-term." Hoffer, Jim." Backing Up Business - Industry Trend or Event.

Active Directory (AD) is a great system but it is also very delicate. If you encounter a problem, you will need to know how to recover from it as quickly and completely as possible. You will need to know about Disaster Recovery and be prepared with a business continuity plan. If Active Directory is a part of the backbone of your network and infrastructure, the guide to bring it back online in case of an incident needs to be as clear and concise as possible. If it happens or if you want to avoid all of this happening, this is the book for you.

Recovering Active Directory from any kind of disaster is trickier than most people think. If you do not understand the processes associated with recovery, you can cause more damage than you fix.

This is why you need this book. This book has a unique approach - the first half of the book focuses on planning and shows you how to configure your AD to be resilient. The second half of the book is response-focused and is meant as a reference where we discuss different disaster scenarios and how to recover from them. We follow a Symptom-Cause- Recovery approach – so all you have to do is follow along and get back on track.

This book describes the most common disaster scenarios and how to properly recover your infrastructure from them. It contains commands and steps for each process, and also contains information on how to plan for disaster and how to leverage technologies in your favour in the event of a disaster.
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Mobile Malware Attacks and DefenseSyngress Publishing, 2008
The Only Book for Analyzing and Mitigating Mobile Malicious Code!     

   Malware has gone mobile, and the security landscape is changing quickly with emerging attacks on cell phones, PDAs, and other mobile devices. This first book on the growing threat covers a wide range of malware targeting operating systems like Symbian and new...
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How to Kill the Scrum Monster: Quick Start to Agile Scrum Methodology and the Scrum Master RoleApress, 2018

	
		Implement Scrum or improve how Scrum works in your team or organization using this concise, sharp, and programmatic book. You will quickly learn what you need to know without getting confused with unnecessary details.

	
		What You'll Learn

		
			Become familiar with Agile concepts and understand...
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Beginning Fedora: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007
Linux has come a long way in a short time. Computing itself is still relatively young by any standard; if the era of modern computing started with the invention of the microchip, it’s still less than 50 years old. But Linux is a youngster compared even to this; it has been around for only 16 of those years.

In that brief time span,...
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HTML, XHTML, and CSS: Comprehensive (Shelly Cashman)Course Technology PTR, 2010

	The Shelly Cashman Series® offers the fi nest textbooks in computer education. We are
	proud of the fact that our previous HTML books have been so well received. With each
	new edition of our HTML books, we have made signifi cant improvements based on the
	comments made by instructors and students. The HTML, XHTML, and CSS, Sixth...
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Developing International Software, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2002
 I completed work on the first edition of Developing International Software in December of 1994. Eight years later, I still receive scattered e-mail with questions about running or developing world-ready software, which I usually forward to the very capable World-Ready Guides (WRG) team (who are also responsible for the Dr....
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Obstetric/Gynecologic, An Issue of Ultrasound Clinics, 1e (The Clinics: Radiology)Saunders, 2008


	This issue of the Ultrasound Clinics is dedicated to

	ultrasound imaging of the abdomen. Abdominal

	ultrasound is often the first-line imaging modality

	used to evaluate the kidneys, liver, gallbladder,

	pancreas, spleen, abdominal aorta, and other blood

	vessels in the abdomen, and as such can be

	extremely helpful in...
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